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PREFACE
This draft document consists c+f technical working material that has not been
formally reviewed. It has b!*n prepared in this manner to provide timely
documentation to personnel supportiry thid Foreign Commodity Production Fore-
casting (FCPF) project and to provide others in the technical community with
a means for staying abreast of FCPF project tasks.
A high priority goal in the Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys Through
Aerospace Remote Sensing (AgRISTARS) FCPF project is the development of Landsat
dependent-area estimation technologies to support at-harvest foreign corn and
soybean production forecasting. The first large-scale test and evaluation
of these technologies has been scheduled for Fiscal Year (FY) 1981/1982 in a
pilot experiment in the U.S. Central Corn Belt (Iowa, Illinois, and Indiana).
The basic objectives of the U.S. Pilot experiment have been outlined in the
January FCPF Project Implementation Plan. Results of the expected evaluations
will support adaptation of corn and soybean area estimation technologies for
Argentina and Brazil and provide insight into the experiment design issues
for the Argentina Exploratory Experiment scheduled for FY1983.
The major area estimation technology scheduled for evaluation in the pilot
experiment is the U.S. Baseline Corn and Soybean Segment Classification
Procedure developed and delivered to the FCPF Project by the Environmental
Research Institute of Michigan and the Space Sciences Laboratory of the
University of California at Berkeley. The baseline procedure, derived from
previous experiences for small grains and exploratory corn and soybeans pro-
cedures, generates stratified areal estimates from analyst-labeled field-
like targets.
Prior to the Preliminary Design Review (PDR), budgetary and data procurement
considerations resulted ii: definition of the following generalized experiment
schedule: intensive evaluat;:.;. of technologies on 1978/1979 crop-year data
beginning in FY1981 followed by a regional test o 4 the integrated component
technologies on 1980 crop-year data. The accompanying draft documentation
represents the Preliminary Experiment Design and Plan for the 1978/1979
r'.i
.^I_
crop-year data evaluations as presented to National Aeronautics and Space




	 to the Experiments Manager as written requests or recommendations fo. • experi-




recommendations provided to NASA FCPF project management on their proper
disposition prior to a critical design review of the final Experiment Plan. A
summary of these RID's is attached.
However, revised budgetary considerations and changes ir project otjectives
immediately subsequent to the POR necessitated the U.S. Pilot Experiment be
redesigned. As a result, modified versions of the Pilot Experiment Plans pre-
sented herein for the 1978/1979 crop-year data evaluations will be synthesized
with the 1980 crop-year data evaluations in a FY1981/1982 U.S. Corn/Soybean
Pilot Experiment Plan. This new plan is currently scheduled to be completed
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100 CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING WHETHER STAGE-TWO CROP-TYPE
LABELS ASSIGNED TO "BIG" BLOBS BY ANALYSTS ARE "CORRECT"
` gO (NOTE:	 IF PERCENTAGES OF CORN AND SOYBEANS AND "OTHER"
IN THE BLOB'S	 INTERIOR PIXELS CORRESPOND TO A POINT
SO
IN A REGION CONTAINING MORE THAN ONE OF THE 
C SEVEN PERMISSIBLE LABELS,	 EACH OF THE LABELS
IN THAT REGION SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS
i 70-
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CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING WHETHER STAGE-TWO
LABELS ASSIGNED TO it BIG It BLOBS BY ANALYSTS ARE " CORRECT it
(NOTE: WHERE MORE THAN ONE OF THE SEVEN PERMISSIBLE
LABELS ARE SHOWN BELOW, EACH OF THE LABELS SHOWN
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED 
It 
CORRECT It FOR A BLOB WHOSE INTERIOR
PIXELS CONTAIN CORN, SOYBEANS, AND "OTHER" IN THE PERCENTAGES
SHOWN)
if CIO 61 sit 10 00
66 2/3 < C 66 2/3 < S 66 2/3 < "0"
S < 33 1/3 C < 33 1/3 C < 33 1/3
"0" < 33 1/3 "0" < 33 1/3 "0" < 33 1/3
"C,S" "C,0" "S,0"
16 2/3 < C < 66 2/3 16 2/3 < C G 66 2/3 16 2/3 < S G 66 2/3
16 2/3 < S < 66 2/3 16 2/3 < "0" < 66 2/3 16 2/3 < "0" < 66 2/3
"0" < 16 2/3 S 416 2/3 C < 16 2/3
"C ' S" "C,0" "S,0"
OR OR OR
" C, S, oil "C,S,0"
33 1/3 < C < 50 33 1/3 < "0" < 66 2/3 33 1/3 < "O"< 66 2/3
33 1/3 <	 S < 50 16 2/3 < C < 50 16 2/3 < S < 50
16 2/3 < "0" < 33 1/3 16 2/3 < S < 33 1/3 16 2/3 < C < 33 1/3
S`C C<S
"C,S"	 OR " C, 0"	 OR "C,S,O" "C,S,"	 OR	 "S,0"	 OR	 "C,S,O"
33 1/3 < C < 66 2/3 33 1/3 < S < 66 2/3
16 2/3 < S < 33 1/3 16 2/3 < C < 33 1/3
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BASELINE CORN/SOYBEAN vs LACIE TY CORN/SOYBEAN PROCEDURE EXPERIMENTAL PLAN
LACIE TY C/S BASELINE
ANALYST TEAM ANALYST TEAM
SEGMENT Al	 A2 A3 B1	 B2 B3
1. x	 x x	 X
2. X	 x x x
3, x	 x x x
4, x x x	 x
5, x x x x
6, x x x x
7. x x x	 x
8. x x x x
9. x x x x
10. x	 x x	 x
11, x	 x x x
12. x	 x x x
13, x x x	 x
14, x x x x
15, x x x x
16. x x x	 x
17, x x x x	 .
13. x x x x
iCH SEGMENT WILL BE PROCESSED BY TWO OF THE THREE ANALYST TEAMS
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EFFECT OF YEAR OIL BASELINE CORN/SOYBEAN PROCEDURE E ^°cRIMIENT PLAN
	
TEAMS; A
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FORMAT OF CONFUSION MATRIX OF GROUND TRUTH CROA TYPES VS. TPC•OETERMINE' t.' F UNCTION ST
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FORMAT OF CONFUSION MATRIX OF GROUND TRUTH LABELS VS ANALYS T ; L-3 ,ABELS
NUMBER OF PIXELS
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FORMAT OF CONFUSION MATRIX OF GROUND TRUTH VS ANALYST BLOB LABELS
NO. OF BLOBS
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SUI-14ARY OF RID's RECEIVED
- An experiment overview and the general significance of the individual
evaluations is needed in the Experiment Desicn to support the technical
evaluations presented.
- A prioritization of tests and evaluations is requested by rank of impor-
tance to support upcoming experiments in the event that resources become
no'- available to perform all proposed evaluations.
Evaluation criteria for the planned quantitative evaluations are needed.
- Qualification of the evaluation of machine bias contributions to the area
proportion estimates is needed.
- An evaluation of the impact of eliminating analyst team requirements on
the procedure performance is needed.
- Operations plans and a defense of the experiment schedule within scheduled
resources are needed to assure the feasibilit y of the experiment design.
- The ERIII/UCB corn/soybean consortium's role in the Pilot Experiment
needs to be defined.
- Organization of the expe riment resign such that "segment effects" can be
clearly designated is needed.
A description of the data set in terms of agronomic features is needed
to aid post-processing stratifications.
- Evaluation of the procedure performance under an acquisition history
representative of single satellite coverage is requested.




Fr.	 o r./.del QU ALITY
- Evaluation of the effv^t of crop calendar accuracy on the procedure
performance is needed.
- Evaluation of the procedure subcomponent accuracies on the procedure
performance is needed.







1 Experiment overview lacking T. Pendleton, NASA
2 Experiment overview lacking M. Metzler, ERIM
3 Priortization of evaluations M. Metzler, ERIM
4 Power of quantitative evaluations T. Pendleton, NASA
5 Power of quantitative evaluations T. Pendleton, NASA
6 Analyst team requirements T. Pendleton, NASA
7 Quantification of machine biases B. thelen, ERIM
8 Analyst team requirements M. Metzler, ERIM
9 Operations plans and experiment schedule K. Baker, NASA
10 C/S consortium's role in the pilot zxperiment M. Metzler, ERIM
11 Interface definition - role of ERIM R. McKinney, ERIM
12 CHARLIE access software requirements K. Baker, NASA
13 Quantification of "Segment" effects M. Metzler, ERIM
14 Description of segment characteristics M. Metzler, ERIM
15 Acquisition history study M. Metzler, ERIM
16 Crop calendar accuracy M. Metzler, ERIM
17 Subcomponent accuracies and procedure
performance K. Baker, NASA
18 Film product quality and antlyst performance R. McKinney, NASA
19 Acquisition history and procedure performance R. McKinney, NASA
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The preliminary design of the experiment, as presented, appears to contain many
worthwhile tasks, both statistical	 tests and parameter collection and display.
However, the presented design lacks an overview of what questions are being
addressed, what tasks address each question, and whet type of result is expected
from each task.	 ("Result"	 is meant to irlply "power of test", utility parameter
collection, etc. )
IMPACT	 If 49CON"I"GAT10N NOT	 ACCt ► T90
High probability that important aspects of the dL C/S procedures will 	 not be
evaluated adequately.
OIIIOIM^TO N• [ lltOrrlN0ATI0a
Develop tha experiment overview, have the overview reviewed by FCPF and appropriate
personnel, and hold another PDR.
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Key experiment design questions
891CI11PTIOM 01 r ►OSltr
In description of tests,
	 key questions or gorlls of tests were difficult to
perceive.
111IACT	 If ► tCOnr[a0 ► TIOa .01	 ACCtITtO
Value of tests may be lost due to lack of perceived focus.
011101MATOM • 1 49C Orr4a0AT10a
Experiment design questions should be clearly identified and listed according to
importance.
	 Organization under major headings
	 like:
	
1.	 analyst effects; 2. machine
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A large number of tests have been proposed which address many aspects of the
performance of the procedure.
	
It is unclear which tests are more important
or should be eliminated in case of a resource impact.
IMPACT	 II 11 tCOMs..tN[.T10• %OT	 aCCt ► Tt0
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In some instances,	 it appears not possible to estimate the power of the individual
tests or experiments prior to running the experiments but it will be possible to
estimate the power after the experiment is run. 	 The experiment design does not
provide for such analysis.
I0/ACT of .4COwI4ft0AT101@ W ACCt1Tt0
Analysis may not take place because the appropriate data was not acquired during
the experiment.
O.IOI^ATO. • f ftCOYrtw0Ar10u
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Power of tests to be app lied _
991CR1111 IM OI ►^oKtr
The experiment design does not appear to address the power of the tests to be
conducted.
IMPACT	 of 49COrYtl/oaf1011	 %af	 1CCt ► 1111
Inappropriate tests may be conducted or tests which will give no information
will be conducted.
OIIIo1nAf0A'f	 ^1C01wtb0Af10" -	 -	
_	 __	 _
Address the power of each of the tests to determine the significance level	 at
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POR of BL C/S Procedure
96046101 1 1" .1 A...utr
she BL procedure requires analyst teams for the purpose of improving consistency.
The trade-off is efficiency.
	
The experiment plan does not address this trade-off
between consistency and efficiency.
IW ACT it A(C.«rt«.A ► I.w ..T ACC90TCO
A major factor in the use of remote sensing technology for commodity e4stim6tior.
is being ignored.
OAI{1«.f AAf 1tCOrrtM..t 1.«
Design an experiment to address the trade-off between consistency and efficiency
relating to analyst teams.
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Biases need to be summarized in a statistical
	 type of setting.
Iw.CT It etcew.e"a.Tl014 •or .ccurta
Difficult to analyze biases and characterize them if this is not done, especially
if they are not large in magnitude.
Oe 101^• t0a '1 .tCOwtsO•TION
By subsetting segments, determine subset effects.
	 Finally, give average of all
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^na ys t Teams
99114111001141100	 of	 o.00♦ to
Reduction of analyst contract time of 33 percent would be gained by not using an
analyst team.
Iw•Cf	 It .tcewltMt.11.w ..r 6CC901fle
A more efficient team must be developed to support phase II	 pilot.
01141":1,6 8• s AIC3r 400•fl.w
Consider impact on experiment design to evaluate impact of eliminating team on
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No operations analysis of the segment ar,.a estimation process was presented to
indicate whether or not the resources planned are sufficient to carry out
the number of segment processings that are planned on the current schedule.
The amounts of analyst and calendar time consumed in the shakedown so far suggest




0• ► 1" 	 •{1	 •CC90140
We may gat an unpleasant surprise part way through the experiment by discovering
then that the experiment is overscoped when we could have predicted it before
we started.
001{IrA1{0f .tCOrMlM0A110M
Perform a throughput study of the segment analysis process that will quantify
the relation between experiment design, schedule and manpower for the ERIM
procedure and the JSC facilities for carrying it out. 	 Use results to advise
management as to whether planned experiment can be completed on schedule and
within budget.
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IYe/tCf
^RIM 'gs.^gle in Quality Assurance
e111CRIPTlare of OSMAN
ERIM's role in quality assurance has not been identified.
IMPACT	 II 41COfwtree•Tlare •of •CCI ► Tt0
ERIM will be unable to confirm the results of the experiment.
ERIM examined the analyst's decisions, etc.
	 `^;	 subset (10%) of segments processed
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0eeCAIIr1O16 O/ 0400 ► tr
The interface between the U.S. C/S Pilot experiment and other organizations such
as ERIM and LARS has not been defined nor acknowledged.
IY/.CT	 II AeCOartNO.f#on •Of	 •CCe ► rtO
The essential	 interfaces ., ,ay not occur for efficient project completion.
oAlol».roAe .tcaYrc»o.no»
Define and formalize the interfaces between LEMSCO and other agencies necessary
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Requirements for CHARLIE Access Software for Accuracy Assessment
etiCAIITIM of •t0/► tM
Many of the studies planned by accuracy assessment to evaluate various steps on the
Area Estimation Procedure require results that are stored by the ERIM area estima-
tion software in the segment analysis data base called CHARLIE.
	 Thus, access
routines to retrieve this data for use by accuracy assessment programs are needed.
No written requirements exist that describe these needs, and ERIM, by their own
statement, does not know exactly what is needed.
IN/ACT	 of .tCOrrtNO•TIOa %OT	 •CC9Pf10
Accuracy Assessment will either not have access to the segment analysis results
they need or they will have to spend their own resources writing access routines
for a data base whose internal structure tfley are not familiar with, since no
program documentation has been delivered by ERIM yet.
O.IOIN•Te.'f tiGOwtNO•TION
Accuracy assessment whould document in writing their requirements for access
routines that would return to their programs from CHARLIE the segment analysis
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A cohesive design for uncovering segment effects was missing, though it appeared in
several spots.	 The power of the experiment with segment effects is unclear.
IMPACT 10, 1tCOrrtro"Tion 407	 •CCt ► rto
The power of segment effect analyses will not be understood.
00101111ATO1't 19COrrtloATIOr
Design the experiment in a manner that or anizes all	 segment effects under a single
umbrella.
	 Use a model	 to explain this:	 ^eg y u + A + S + e, where A is acquisi-
tion effect, and S is signature effect).
INI	 oe1 pe a	 IOM •art tlOh•TY1t ^ ♦28 Jan 81
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OttCNI ► TION v 00046 tN
A description of the data set in terms of agronomical features (e.g.	 crop mix;
field size, c.-cp calendar)	 is needed.
IMPACT If 4aCOrrta0ATI0 N .OT	 .CC90110
Segment effect analyses cannot be conducted.
ONl aI a^TO N't NtCOrrta0^t10N
Select a set of descriptive variables and stratify the data set (or rank the
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Value of cro p calendar experiments.
GttCR1 ► T1Gr of	 04004.98
Although accuracy of the crop calendar adjustment is tested/ the accuracy required
for the procedure is not addressed.
100 ACT
	
It 44COrrta0AIT10a •{T •CCt/TtG	 ,
It will	 not be known how important (good) crop calendars are to the proportion
estimates.
0^1{la.T{11 • t •lCJrrt^0AIf10a
Process subset of segments using various crop calendars 	 (analyst historical.
"correct") and evaluate proportion estimates produced.
CAMMATING021
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Experiment Design
--_O911C111I1` 1000	 of	 0*091,90
The experiment design includes many small studies of the performance of various
Individual	 steps in the segment area estimation process. 	 However, few Flans
appear to have been made to directly determine the effect of these steps on the
quality of the final	 answer.
11•I&CT	 IT •tCOrrtho•T loss	 •OT	 •CCtIT10
The experiment may not produce any estimate of how much the overall accuracy of
the procedure could be improved nor any reliable indicators as to which steps in
the procedure are most important in its overall performance.
0!•141PlA TO ^'f	 •/S9^/^O^TlOM
The experiment design should be modified to include more study of the effect that
the accuracy with which the various intermediate steps are carried out has on the
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Establish Relationship Between Film Products Quality and Anal st Performance
1194C► 1 ► TI{M OT 04{{164"
Light / dark contrast, textural distribution, and other physical qualities of the
film products used by the analysts in labeling vary widely between acquisitions and
sample segments. 	 These qualities seriously affect the accuracy of analyst perfor-
mance.	 This fact is ignored in the design of the many experimental studies pro-
posed to study various aspects of procedure involving analyst performance. 	 The
visual	 perception quality of film products should be considered.
11SPKT	 It •4COUNIING•TIOr %of 	 ►CC410140
The influence of film product quality and its effect on analyst performance,
if ignored, may lead to erroneous conclusions regarding the importance of other
experimental variables.
0.1{I^^TO^•1 14COrrlw0^fl0a
Attempt to scientifically establish the relative perceptual 	 qualities of film
products used in the proposed experimental studies that this influence can be
rationally evaluated.
am 161 HAT
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410{ itO? Establish relationship between number and distribution of sample segment
•trt{I ► rloa or	 06{{4.14
Experimental studies proposed comparing sample segments and involving analyst
performance did not reflect consideration of the total number of acquisitions
per sample segment, nor their distribution over the groviing season. 	 Differences
between such sets seriously affect analyst performance.
Iw•cr I ► ^[corrtaoalaa .or .ccu +to
Relationships between changes in experimental variables of interest may be
obscured by the rffect of differences between sets of acquisitions for different
sample segments.
—{al {Ia•NA • [ . lCOrrlal'•110a
Attempt to scientifically establish the differences between sets of acquisitions
for various sample segments, rating them both for a combination of total number of
interest and their distribution over the growing season.
011luo ^i
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1, 2	 EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW AND GENERAL SIGNIFICANCE OF EVALUATIONS WERE
LACKING
1. A summary of the planned evaluations has been prepared and
included in the experiment plan which defines for each individual
evaluation:
a. The general purpose and significance.
b. The general approach to meeting the evaluatir,n objectives-.
1. C tailed 'inform-s tion has been added to each individual evaluation
p ► an to define:
a. The specific purpose, significance and key questions addressed
by the evaluations.
b. The detailed description of the evaluations including the
evaluation criteria.
3	 PRIORITIZATION OF EVALUATIONS
The tests for the 1978, 1979, and 1980 data have been reviewed in
terms of the project objectives: (1) Processing of the 12 1978
segments in the year-to-year study have been delayed until all team
objectivity and 1979 data processings are complete. (2) Evlluations
of the results tc, be completed in FY1981 have been prioritized and
presented to NASA management.
Otherwise at this time, it appears that all proposed evaluations can
be accomplished prior to completion of the pilot experiment in FY1982.
4, 5
	
POWER OF THE QUANTITATIVE EVALUATIONS
Evaluation criteria have been incorporated into the evaluation plans
where a Priori estimates of performance were available. For example,
the power o -the team objectivity and the procedure comparison
analyses of variance have been estimated using empirical results from
the LACIE TY exploratory experiment.
143
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QUANTIFICATION OF MACHINE BIASES
The biases inherent in the proportion estimation calculations will
be estimated as defined in the preliminary experiment design. In
addition, evaluations of these biases have been quantified and included
in the evaluation plan. Simultaneous confidence limits will be
completed and the importance of each machine bias and defined linear




To improve the processing efficiency of the baseline procedure in the
pilot experiment over the shakedown test performance, the number of
functions requiring full participation of an analyst team has been
reduce) (11). At the end of the processing of the 1978-79 data set,
several analysts will have considerable experience. It Is felt that
they will be able to ,fudge what functions will require team decisions.
Otherwise, considerable resources would be drawn from existinq evalua-
tions to process a separate set of segments to quantify the difference
in the individual analyst and team performances.
OPERATIONS PLANS AND DEFENSE OF EXPERIMENT SCHEDULE WITHIN SCHEDULED
RESOURCES ARE NEEDED
Proportion estimation has prepared and presented to project management
an operations plan (17) to define whether the segment processings
required to support the experiment design are within the scope of
the pilot experiment. This operations plan was based upon the result
of the shakedown test. The latest version of the plan based upon the
early processings of the 1978-79 data set is included in the experi-
ment plan.
10, 11, ERIM/UCB CONSORTIUM'S ROLE(S) IN THE PILOT EXPERIMENT
12
Several roles supporting the pilot experiment have now been formally
identified. These include:
1. Image and CHARLIE library access software is anticipated to be
delivered by ERIM. Accuracy assessment has identified for NASA
the respective access software requirements to support the pilot
experiment (8).
2. For quality assurance, ERIM will verify the procedure interpret-
ation of the Lockneed personnel for a subset of segments in the
team objectivity evaluation. If substantial problems with pro-
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to a configuration control team composed of the C/S Consortium,
NASA, and Lockheed personnel. Upon review of the problem, this
team will specify what action may be required.
13	 )UALIFICATION OF SEGMENT EFFECTS
The current experiment design addresses the segment effects of field
size, croo proportions, and crop ratios. These tests are uncontrolled.
However, they will capture whatever range the available segment data
offers. The segment-level effects suggested in the RID (i.e.,
acquisition and signature effects) are also uncontrolled. Those
effects are not easily quantifiable in a manner which can be modeled
to an analysis of variance as suggested.
14	 DESCRIPTIO`l OF SEGMENT CHARACTERISTICS
The data set for the 1978-79 crop year evaluations has been strictly
defined by the limits of the available data to support the experiment
design for the team objectivity, procedure, and year-to-year evalua-
tions. Subsequent to the PDR, accuracy assessment has summarized
from UGTT ground truth information the proportions of the major
crops in the 1978 crop year da,a. The additional segments are
expected to be characterized when the necessary information becomes
available. These will be used to stratify the results in the course
of the evaluations.
15	 ACQUISITION HISTORY STUDY
To quantify the effect of acquisition history on the procedure perfor-
mance would require drawing resources from the existing studies:
1. Rankings of performance within the observed acquisition histories.
2. Segment processings within the planned evaluations have been defined
to be performed under either 10- or 9-day acquisition histories.
Therefore, insight into the question can be gained by comparison of
the results of the planned evaluations.
15	 ^.ROP CALENDAR ACCURACY
To quantify in a controlled experimen t_ the effect of crop calendar
accuracy on the overall procedure performance would be at present
very costly. It is preferable to defer such an analysis until the
procedure is automated to the level that the evaluation is affordable.
However, in an uncontrolled evaluation, the effect of correctly
defined biowindows resulting from analyst interp~etation of spectral
145
and crop calendar information wil'
experiment plan.
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17	 EFFECTS OF SUBCOMPONENT ACCURACIES ON THE PROCEDURE PERFORMANCE
Quantitative evaluation of the subcomponent effects on the procedure
performance would require standardization of the procedure preceding
the vubcomponent under assessment. The large number of processings
that would be required to quantify the many combinations would be
extremely costly. The experiment design was limited by the number
of processings allowed within the scope of the experiment and the
time demands of the procedure. Hence, the design was prepared to
learn the most within the resources available, 60 processings.
In addition, the experirent design addresses the question of sub-
component effect upon procedure performance in uncontrolled evalua-
tions.
18	 EFFECT OF FILM PRODUCT QUALITY ON ANALYST PERFORMANCE
It is not apparent that variables related to film quality can be
operationally defined. Experiment design is open to suggestions
on how image quality can be classified. Perhaps if a method is
conceived, this problem can be addressed in a later experiment
design or techniques development.
19	 ACQUISITION HISTORY VS. PERFORMANCE:
It appears difficult to define var i ables regarding the quality and
the temporal distribution of available acquisitions whose relation-
ships with other variables regarding procedure performance could be
interpreter. Such variables wuuld have to take into account:
1. The "quality" of the imagery for each available acquisition.
2. The spectral biowindows of the crops of interest for the growing
seasons covered by the available acquisitions.
3. The spectral separability of the crops of interest on the imagery
for each available acquisition.
4. The criteria, the non-imagery data (crop calendars, etc.), and
the procedures prescribed for estimating 1., 2., and 3.
5. The criteria and the procedures prescribed for selecting acquisi-
tions for processing from among the available ones.
146
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6. The methods for "errors" in estimating 1., 2., and 3., and
"errors" in selecting acquisitirns for processing.
It is not clea r how the relative effects of these factors can be
determined, for they seem to be interrelated and to require subjective
Judgment.
It is clear that the, m, 'ity and the temporal distribution of the
availalbe acquisi.;,,,.,, .lace an upper limit on the potential perfor-
mance of any area proportion estimation procedure. But it is not
clear how to determine for a particular set of available acquisitions
what is the bast possible performance without testing it for every
permissible combination of selected acquisitions. This is so because
it is not clear how to determine in advance what is the "best possible"
combination of selected acquisitions. For the same reason, it is.
not clear how to assess the relationships between; available acqui-
sitions and analys t.. performance.
147	
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